Our simple, service-based pricing eliminates unnecessary licensing and infrastructure costs. We connect to every platform you use and provide unrivalled support for customers worldwide who use Redwood to automate more than 100 million tasks, supporting every industry.

The usage for RMJ’s technology is calculated according to the number of process executions (jobs) that are completed by the service in the production and non-production environments. It doesn’t matter how many different platforms you use to keep your day-to-day operations running – it’s all included in our fixed platform fee.

You can add and remove connections or install platform agents on as many operating systems as they need without worrying about licensing implications.

This means that complex system development and QA testing is easy to plan and implement. It also makes it more practical to configure connections to rarely used systems that run very few processes. With Redwood you pay only for the execution of automated processes—not process definitions.

**UTILITY-BASED PRICING**

Only pay for what your business runs for maximum return on investment, utility based pricing for RunMyJobs® scheduling (RMJ).

We follow three rules to calculate your monthly invoice:

01 Count all process executions that finish with a final state of “completed”, “error”, “killed” or “unknown”. These executions have actually performed the task assigned to them and reached an end state, either automatically or by manual intervention.

02 DO NOT count individual steps within process executions in the data model.

03 DO NOT count process executions that perform internal system maintenance activities. This includes the process that counts and keeps track of your process executions for billing purposes. We only charge you for the automation that helps eliminate costs.

*For more information see our “Counting and Invoicing Usage Fees” datasheet*

**FOR MORE DETAILS, CONTACT YOUR REDWOOD REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT WWW.REDWOOD.COM**